1672 Pascal - mechanical calculator
1674 Leibniz's wheel
1801 Jacquard - punch card loom (programmed)
1823 Babbage - Difference Engine
1830s Analytical Engine (proposal)
1884? Hollerith - tabulating cards - programmable punched cards
1st automated information processing
1924 IBM - automated Hollerith company
1944 Mark I - used binary instead of 10
1945 ENIAC - 30 years? in 9 seconds
1946 EDVAC - 18,000 tubes
1949 MANIAC - 30 Tons
Note 1950s ABC solving linear equations
Colossus (Turing) code-breaking England
Z1 (Zuse)

1956 EDSAC (Von Neumann) - both von Neumann architecture
1957 UNIVAC I (1st commercially sold)
1957-65 - 2nd
1957-65 - transistors
1970 - 2007 - integrated circuit - software industry
1975 - 85 - microcomputer - computer on a chip
1995 -